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Abstract

Diet, sleep quality and exercise are important determinants of physical, mental and emotional
health. College students are particularly vulnerable to impaired health, as they experience
multiple unique stressors associated with college life that impact their ability to engage in
healthy sleep, diet and exercise habits. Our results found that exercise significantly mediated the
association between sleep quality and diet. Improved sleep habits may increase a young woman’s
ability and desire to exercise, thus impacting her diet and nutrition. Findings suggest that
clinicians can use a person’s motivation in any one domain, or multiple domains, to impact other
health domains.
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INTRODUCTION
Sleep, nutrition, and physical activity are essential components in facilitating physical,
mental, emotional and social health.1 Healthy People 2020, a national initiative in the United
States aimed at health promotion across the lifespan, emphasizes the importance of sleep health,
good nutrition, and physical activity across the lifespan. Specifically, Healthy People 2020
proposes to increase the proportion of adolescents and adults receiving sufficient sleep and
engaged in healthy eating and physical activity.2 Although it is clear how increasing physical
activity leads to increased sleep and energy demands, and better sleep may lead to more energy
for physical activity, the link between sleep, physical activity and diet, particularly in females,
remains a gap in knowledge and requires further investigation.3
Sleep in Young Adults
Though sleep research is robust in adolescents and older adult populations, much less is
known about sleep in young adults,4, 5 specifically those who experience the unique demands of
college life and females.3 In 2016, just over 41% of 18-24 year old young adults living in the
United States were enrolled in a 2-year or 4-year college or university, an increase of 37% since
2002.6 A number of factors make college students particularly vulnerable to sleep disruption and
deprivation, including increased academic demands, increased social engagement, technology
use, irregular schedules, stress, noise, and challenges with time management.4, 7 Furthermore,
college students experience a natural biological shift in circadian rhythms, making them more
prone to want to go to sleep later in the evening and wake up later in the morning.8 This
circadian shift is often incompatible with the demands of daily life, such as waking up for early
morning classes, athletic practices and work. Moreover, given a gender bias that affects research
in both community and clinical samples, even less is known about women’s circadian rhythms
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compared to men. It has been reported that women tend to be mis- and/or underdiagnosed for
sleeping disorders.3 Researchers have also found that college females also experience more
overall sleep disturbance than college males.9, 10
Despite needing an average of 8 ¼ hours of sleep per night to feel well rested,8, 11 the
typical college student reports sleeping between 6-7 hours per night.4, 8 Young adults exhibit
symptoms of various sleep disorders, with the most common symptoms falling in the area of
insomnia and circadian rhythm disorders.12, 13 College students who experience inadequate sleep
may also experience magnified difficulties concentrating in school and at work,14 negative
moods and depressive symptoms, and decreased social functioning.4, 15 Lund and colleagues4
also reported that poorer sleepers were prone to increased rates of physical illness when
compared to well-rested peers. Additionally, diet and physical activity are two additional factors
that can dramatically change when students transition from living at home for high school to
living on a college campus, where they experience much more independence.16, 17 Increased
choice over food options and increased freedom in how to structure time can lead college
students to “test the waters,” sometimes making choices that impair rather than promote their
overall health, specifically their diet, exercise and sleep patterns.5, 18
Diet and Sleep
The association between sleep and diet is complex and not fully understood. Previous
research has shown associations between sleep and diet. Sleep duration is inversely associated
with body mass index (BMI)5 and future weight gain19 and diet quality is positively associated
with sleep duration and regular sleep patterns.14, 20 However, there is little evidence to suggest if
diet predicts sleep or vice versa.
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There is some evidence that a balanced diet with foods in moderation can improve sleep
quality14 and St. Onge et al.21 summarizes evidence that specific foods such has milk, fatty fish
and specific fruits may promote sleep. Additionally, Peuhkuri et al.14 examined whether diet
quality or individual dietary components like macronutrients or micronutrients were associated
with duration or sleep quality and determined that previous research has not provided “concrete
clinical evidence”. The association between meal patterns and sleep could be partially due to
more energy-dense and less nutrition foods typically seen with more snacking and consumption
of the majority of calories in the evening.14 Alternatively, some evidence suggests that
inadequate sleep may increase appetite, due to decreased leptin and increased ghrelin
concentrations.5, 19, 22 Additionally, other proposed mechanisms include less sleep can lead to less
physical activity and an increase in energy dense foods.5 A number of studies have compared
single meals versus meals eaten the day before,14, 22 rather than looking at overall intake and diet.
It is critical to look at habitual dietary intake impact on sleep duration and quality as that reflects
the “real world setting” more accurately.
Exercise and Sleep
Exercise has a significant impact on sleep quality and sleep regulation in adults, but
research in college students is limited and has primarily focused on young adults who are “good
sleepers” or physically fit college athletes.23-25 In adults, evidence suggests that increased
physical activity facilitates homeostatic sleep regulation and stabilizes the circadian system by
reducing the need for daytime naps.24, 26 Increased physical activity can also improve general
psychological functioning, thus reducing anxiety and depressive symptoms that interfere with
sleep.8
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The limited research on sleep in college students has revealed that exercise and physical
activity are associated with better sleep.23, 27, 28 For example, Brand and colleagues23 found that
in a sample of 434 adolescents including athletes and non-athletes, male athletes reported better
overall sleep habits, increased slow wave sleep, reduced light sleep and shorter sleep onset
latency than controls. A second study of 38 adolescents also confirmed that regular, nonvigorous exercise is to improved sleep in non-athlete adolescents.23, 27 Conversely, better sleep
efficiency has been positively associated with physical activity in college students.28 Just as the
relationnship between exercise and sleep lacks research on young adults, so does the relationship
between exercise and diet.
Exercise and Diet
Lifestyle choices made during the transitional time between adolescence and young
adulthood can negatively influence health.18, 29 This is especially true in college students, in
whom the documented trend is decreased physical activity and diet quality.29, 30 Few studies that
have examined diet quality in addition to physical activity and weight. For example, in a study of
159 college students at a public university in the western United States, students who gained
≥5% of their body weight reported less physical activity during their first semester of college
compared to what they did in high school compared to those participants who gained <5% of
their body weight.29 As Wengreen et al.29 report, this is similar to other studies that found a
decrease in physical activity was associated with weight gain risk, even with a decrease in energy
intake.
The Current Study
Although the associations of diet, physical activity, and sleep variables have been
examined in some adult samples, 31, 32 these studies typically explore the impact of diet and
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exercise interventions on sleep outcomes. Research studies that have examined sleep, diet and
exercise in college students have traditionally focused on athletes and males. Therefore, using
the Biopsychosocial Model 33 (George & Engel, 1980) as a framework to understand complex
health indicators, the current study examines how sleep and physical activity influences diet in
college-aged women. It was hypothesized that exercise would mediate the association between
sleep quality and diet in college-aged women.
METHODS
Design, Recruitment and Participants
This study presents cross-sectional data from a larger study examining the impact of two
weight loss interventions on weight status, lipid profile and fitness activity in overweight and
obese college females. Participants were recruited from a midsize northeast university via flyers,
newspaper advertisements, and class announcements during the academic year. Eligibility
criteria were: female, BMI between 25-39.9 kg/m2. Additional eligibility criteria were self-report
of the following: age between 18-24 years, not pregnant or lactating, no diagnosis of coronary
heart disease, diabetes, liver or kidney disease, bleeding disorders, or history of an eating
disorder. The current study only presents baseline data, due to attrition and small sample size as
the post-intervention and follow-up time point. Study staff individually completed the informed
consent process as approved by the university’s Institutional Review Board with all potential
participants in a private location.
Measures
The study staff used standard measures to collect data on demographic, descriptive and
outcome variables. Participants’ height, weight and waist circumference were measured after the
participant had voided 34 and height and weight were used to calculate BMI (weight in
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kilogram/height in meters2).35 Body composition was performed using air displacement
plethysmography36 and percent body fat was obtained using the Brozek equation.37 The primary
study outcomes of interest were assessed using the standard protocols described below.
Sleep quality was measured using the 19-item Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI).38
The PSQI is a standardized self-report measure that assesses quality of sleep and sleep
disturbances during the past month, with answers on a 4-point Likert scale. Total scores of the
PSQI range from 0 to 21, with scores greater than five suggestive of significant sleep
disturbances. Internal consistency in the current sample was adequate (α=.74), similar to other
studies of college students and sleep.4, 8
Diet was measured via three non-consecutive 24-hour recalls (one weekend and two
weekdays) and the three-day mean was used for analyses.39 Trained study staff collected and
analyzed dietary intake data using the multiple pass method40 in conjunction with the Nutrition
Data System for Research software, developed by the Nutrition Coordinating Center (version
2009, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN). The first 24-hour recall was done in person
and the remaining two recalls were completed over the phone. Data from the Nutrition Data
System for Research were converted to HEI-2005 (HEI) scores to assess diet quality.41, 42 Diet
composition was also compared to federal guidelines
Cardiorespiratory fitness activity, the exercise variable, was measured using the maximal
oxygen uptake (VO2max) on a Marquette Series 2000 treadmill (GE Medical Systems,
Milwaukee, WI) using the modified Naughton-Balke protocol. Relative VO2max is expressed as
mL/kg/min and absolute VO2max is expressed as L/min. Each participant’s relative VO2max was
classified on relative norms for women aged 18-25; very poor (<31.6), poor (31.6-35.4), fair
(35.5-39.4), good (39.5-43.9), excellent (44.0-50.1), and superior (>50.1).43
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Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables are presented as mean ± standard deviation and categorical data are
presented as percentages. Normality of data distribution was checked via skewness and kurtosis
and the three primary variables were normally distributed. Collinearity between the three
variables was checked. The meditational model was tested using methods proposed by Baron and
Kenney.39 The Sobel test of Mediation was run as well. All analyses were performed using SPSS
version 16.0.
RESULTS
Participant Characteristics
Seventy-three participants signed informed consent, 64 completed baseline assessments,
and 55 had data for the three main variables of PSQI, HEI, and VO2max. Reasons for not
completing baseline assessments were time constraints (n=6), illness (n=1), and inability to recontact (n=2). The participants (n=55) were all female, mostly Caucasian (71%) and most lived
on campus (80%) (Table 1). The mean BMI (29.2 kg/m2) is on the borderline of overweight (2529.9 kg/m2) and obese (≥30 kg/m2). Mean waist circumference was 90.3 cm, which is higher
than the recommended 88 centimeters for females. Participants’ macronutrient composition fell
within federal guidelines. However, mean intakes of calcium, folate, magnesium, potassium and
iron were low while mean sodium intake was more than 175% of recommended intake.
Participants reported an average of 7.1 (SD = 1.4) hours of actual sleep at night in the
past month, with a range from five to ten hours. Less than half (41.8%) had good quality sleep as
indicated by a score of ≤5 on the PSQI, with a mean PSQI score of 6.8 (SD = 3.5, range = 1-17).
The mean HEI total score was 61.5 (SD = 13.1) with a range of 28.0 to 89.3. Mean relative
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VO2max was 30.3 mL/kg/min (SD = 5.2, range = 18.8-41.9). The mean relative VO2max is in the
poor aerobic capacity category.43
No collinearity existed between the three variables of interest. Sleep and exercise showed
a small correlation, r(55) = -.30, p = .02, as did sleep and diet, r(55) = -.37, p = .005, while
exercise and diet showed a moderate correlation, r(55) = .42, p = .002.
Mediational Analyses
A mediation model was tested to show the effect of exercise as a mediator between sleep
quality and diet (Figure 1). In order to establish mediation according to Baron and Kenny’s44
methods, three regression equations were estimated: 1) sleep quality predicting exercise, 2) sleep
quality predicting Diet, and 3)sleep quality predicting Diet while controlling for exercise.
As predicted, the hypothesis that exercise mediated the relationship between sleep quality
and diet was supported. In the first regression analysis, sleep quality predicted exercise (β = -.32,
p = .02), and accounted for 10% of the variance. Sleep quality also predicted diet (β = -.38, p =
.004), accounting for 14% of the variance. In the mediation model, the relationship between
sleep quality and diet became non-significant (β= -.282, p = .064) while the effect of exercise on
diet was significant (β= .45, p = .001), and this model accounted for 32% of the variance. The
Sobel test of mediation was significant (-2.22, p = .03).
DISCUSSION
The results of the current study indicated that exercise mediated the association between
sleep quality and diet in college women. In other words, poor sleep predicted lower rates of
exercise, which in turn predicted poorer diet. The link between diet and exercise has been well
established, and sleep is often examined as an outcome variable as it pertains to the relationship
between these variables. However, this is the first study to identify the important role that sleep
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may play in the health outcomes in college females.45 Female college students who experience
poor sleep quality or quantity may be at increased risk of not exercising or maintaining a healthy
diet. Nutrition clinicians who may already address the importance of regular exercise when
discussing dietary behavior change may also want to consider addressing sleep and sleep
duration in addition to issues that dietitians and nutritionist normally work with in relation to
sleep like weight issues related to sleep apnea.46, 47
Our findings can be interpreted using a behavioral framework,48 which explains how
sleep might influence exercise and diet within an individual. Adequate sleep quality and quantity
have been shown to have direct effects on exercise,27 diet19 and appetite-regulating hormones.22
Sleep is also critical in promoting sustained energy and the ability to make continuously
beneficial lifestyle choices such as engaging in regular physical activity and maintaining a
healthy diet.1, 4, 29 One could speculate that college students who are well rested may have more
energy and motivation to engage in physical activity and be more invested in maintaining a
healthy lifestyle. Increased physical demands and belief in one’s ability to live a healthy lifestyle
could result in better overall nutrition. College students may prioritize exercise as part of their
everyday routine, especially on campuses where athletics and/or healthy living are part of the
central mission of the university. College students who regularly exercise may also be more
likely to adopt other positive health behaviors, such as healthy eating habits.
Another useful lens through which to understand the impact of sleep on health and wellbeing is the Biopsychosocial Model. Biologically, cellular restoration that occurs during the first
few hours of sleep increases strength and fitness. The act of exercising may trigger the body to
require specific nutrients to sustain muscle growth, therefore promoting improved diet.49
Socially, college aged females who experience good social functioning may be surrounded by
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other peers who are modeling healthy eating as a complement to their exercise regimens.50
Psychologically, college aged females who experience good mental health and mood may be
more likely to adopt healthy sleep and exercise habits. They may have an increased sense of
confidence in their ability to engage in healthy behaviors, including exercise and diet, which is
consistent with the action stage of the Transtheoretical Model.48 Alternatively, our sample may
have experienced the opposite; that is, their sleep problems may have impeded their biological,
psychological and social functioning, thus resulting in poorer diet and exercise.
Although our findings supported that exercise mediated the association between sleep
and diet, the correlational design of the study limits our ability to determine causation. It is
plausible that there is a bi-directional relationship between the study variables. In either scenario,
examining how this trifecta of health indicators interact is a useful step in understanding health
promotion among college students. This study supports that sleep health should be a focus to
promote overall wellness in college females. This is consistent with previous research that
recommends addressing diet and sleep together to help drive behavioral change.51 However,
equally plausible is that clinicians intervening on any variable that the person is motivated to
change, will help to increase multiple aspects of health and wellness.
Limitations
Although the current study presents important and novel information about the effect of
exercise on the association between sleep and nutrition, limitations in study design must be
noted. First, the use of subjective, self-report measures of sleep and diet limits the validity and
reliability of the data. Social desirability bias or difficulty recalling accurate information about
one’s health habits may account for the low internal consistency in the HEI–2005. Future
research should employ objective measures of body movement over time including sleep, such as
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actigraphy, and diet to obtain information about students’ health habits. Second, given that the
participants comprised overweight and obese college students, and obesity is positively
correlated with sleep disordered breathing disorders such as Obstructive Sleep Apnea,52 it is
plausible that this sample had more severe sleep issues than the average college student
population.53 However, given that 41% of participants reported sleep problems, which is
consistent with previous research in this population,8 more research would need to be conducted
to identify the role and impact of sleep disordered breathing on exercise and diet in young adult
populations. Third, due to the cross-sectional nature of the study design, causation cannot be
determined. Finally, the statistical power of this study was limited by small sample size and the
focus on college women decreases generalizability to college males. In spite of these limitations,
this study demonstrates the complex associations between sleep, diet and exercise, also
considered the trifecta of health.
Conclusions and Future Directions
Exercise and nutrition have long been promoted as the most important factors in
maintaining a healthy lifestyle. As our findings suggest, however, sleep should also be
considered a priority in health and wellness. Striving to achieve adequate exercise, nutrition, and
sleep will likely reverberate throughout one’s body and mind, decreasing stress and improving
physical and psychological well-being. As young adults engage in the additional task of gaining
independence and autonomy, they are particularly vulnerable to modified patterns in sleep,
physical activity, and diet. Further, previous research has shown that obesity rates increased the
most with 18-29 year olds and those with some college education.29 Institutions of higher
education should consider it a priority to implement interdisciplinary health care teams1, 51 and
programs that support students in getting adequate sleep (e.g., later class times or “quiet” dorms),
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diet (e.g., healthy and affordable menu choices) and exercise (e.g., updated facilities and varied
programming). If practitioners can apply these best practices, the younger generation will likely
attenuate their likelihood of chronic disease development and burden of disease for themselves
and the public.
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